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Abstract 
Adequate EMC techniques can make digital measurements in high
voltage engineering as straightforward as they are in !ow-voltage 
electronlcs. We demonstrate that for the case of a 2.4 MV lightning 
surge generator. Interference currents in grounding structures and 
coaxial cables have been measured. With an EMC-cabinet and a 
differentiating/integrating measuring system the effects of these 
interference currents can be suppressed far enough to obtain clean 
records of the high voltage waveform on a digital oscilloscope. 

1. Introduetion 
Accurate digital measurements of high-voltage (HV) waveforms 
generaled for instanee by a lightning surge generator, require first of 
all good solutions for the EMC-problem mJectromagnetic Compatibili
ty). To study this problem we measured during shots of lhe generator 
the common mode (CM) interference currents which flow in the 
grounded elements, such as the braids of signa! cables. Currents up to 
50 A peak value have been observed; frequency analysis revealed 
components up to 50 MHz and higher. These large currents firstly 
present a lhreat to the registration equipment, which thus has to be 
proteeled properly. An EMC-cabinet provides a detour for lhe CM 
currents around the equipment via a well designed path; such a cabinet 
has been described earlier [1]. Secondly, through the transfer imped
ance of the cable a differential mode (DM) interference signa! may be 
coupled in into lhe measuring channel. We consider two solutions for 
this second problem: 

Use a large amplitude signa!. The signa! souree normally is lhe 
)ow-voltage (LV) arm of a high-voltage (HV) divider, 1:2000 in 
our case. The amplitude of this ~ignal is of the order of 1 kV; this 
signa! can be sent directly to the EMC-cabinet and be attenuated 
there. In a differentiating/integrating (Dil) measuring scheme [2) 
the signal from the HV-divider is differentiated by means of a 
small capacitor Cd conneeled to a 50 0 signal cable. The cable is 
terminaled by its characteristic impedance at the entrance of the 
EMC-cabinet; the signa! is then restored by analogue integration. 
Larger values for the input signa! are obtained when the input 
capacitor is connected to a larger fraction of the full high voltage. 
We also employed a measuring capacitor (Cm) conneeled to the 
full high voltage and an E-field sensor (the Knight, Kn) looking at 
the HV-divider at about 40 percent of its height. The E-field 
sensor is described in more detail by Wolzak [3). 
Use a cable with a better braid, in severe cases a cable with a solid 
outer conductor. One may also place the signa! cable in a conduit 
[4]; the braid must be conneeled to the conduit at both ends; the 
conduit lhen carries most of the CM-current. Here the results for 
three cables will be presented. 

The DM interference voltages were measured together with the CM 
currents. Their ratio corresponds wilh the (measured) transfer imped
ance of lhe signa! cables; tb is indicates lhat the interference sourees and 
paths are well understood. The final interference voltage can be made 
as low as 10 mV at the input of the digital oscilloscope; surge signa) 
voltages in our setup are at a signa! level of 4 V or 1000 V, depending 
on the measuring system employed. More than sufficient signa! to 
interference ratio is thus obtained. 

An extensive study on surge generators has been carried out in a 
number of HV-labs, in order to assess the level of screening needed 
[5). Bolh E- and H-fields have been measured at many places around 
the equipment to characterize the "EM-environment" eg. near lhe leads 
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and the digitizers [5,6]. We feel that this concept of an EM-environ
ment is not very useful. On one hand the EM-field has a very 
complicated structure since it is strongly modified by metal. Therefore 
the E/H ratio can vary wildly inside a laboratory. On the other hand, 
metal can be used to imprave the local "EM-environment" whcrever 
that is needed. 

The metal housing of equipment can carry currents caused by the 
local E- and H-fields. In most cases the housing is only a small, and 
therefore inefficient antenna. Larger interference currents are carried 
to the equipment by lhe leads (signal, power, grounding, etc.) which 
are Jong antennas. To divert these CM interference currents away from 
the vuJoerabie equipment we used the above mentioned EMC-cabinet, 
which provides a palh for the lnterference currents with a very low 
transfer impedance with respect to its interior. We finally demonstrate 
lhat with these prescriptions a correct registration of the lightning surge 
waveform is possible. 

2. Experimental setup 
We use a lightning surge generator with 12 stages of 0.125 ~tF 

capacitance which can each be, charged up to 200 kV. A minimum 
distance of 4.5 m to the wall of the shielded HV-Iab ensures that no 
flasho{)ver occurs at the highest charging voltage used (12 x 180 kV, 
2.16 MV). A 500 0 resistor couples the Marx generator to the HV
divider, which is composed ofsix stages of3600 pF//7.8 k!J, in series 
with a LV-arm of 1.2 ~tF//24 0. In Fig. 1 the position of the compo
nentsin the HV-Iab is shown. 

2.1 Groundlng system 
The low voltage side of the generator is conneeled to the base of the 
HV-divider by a brass tube of 5.6 m, 42 mm od. The low voltage end 
of the divider is connected directly to the conductlog floer of the Iah, 
lhus forming a "single grounding point". 

A measuring HV-capacitor (Cm, 57.7 pF, max. voltage 800 kV), is 
placed close to the HV-divider; its frame is also conneeled to the 
divider by a copper braid. Finally, afreestanding E-field sensor (the 

-24m 
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E 
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Fig. 1: Layout of lhe measuring setups in the HV Iabaratory of the 
Eindhoven University ofTechnology. Kn- the Knight; DIV.
HAEFEL Y voltage divider; Cm - HV measuring capacitor 
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Fig. 3: Common mode current in the sliield of the signa! cable RG 
214, caused by the 1.58 MV shot [Q16, U0 =2.16 MV, see 
Table 1] of the lightning impulse generator. The signa! cable, 
conneeteel directly to the measurlng system, was short
circuited and grounded at the souree end and was lying on the 
floor. 
a) current waveform; b) Fourier transfarm 
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Fig. 4: Differential mode voltage at the registration end of the signal 
cable RG 214, for the sameshot as in Fig. 3. 
a) voltage waveform; b) Foorier transfarm 

Table 1: Interference currents and voltages at the registration end of different signal cables and setups 

Signa I cable Measurement u. fcMp [A) U oM Interference frequencies [MHz] 

Rhot [kV) cable cond- [mV) 
of lcM through the cable braid. 

Position/Grounding Structure system 
number braid uit 

RG 58 on floor/ Direct QOS 800 7.4 - 2700 7.0, 16.6-20.9, 4346, 65-72, 92 
se & Gat HV..Jivider Q09 2160 10.8 - 4300 3.5-6.8-7, 17-18-21.5, 24, 43-36, 69, 92 

RG 58 in conduitl Direct Q07 800 0.6 20.4 142 3.7-8.4, 17.6-20.9-22, 44-48-50, 68 
SC & G at HV..Jivider Q06 2160 0.7 32.5 201 3.1-7.0, 17.6-19.7-21.5, 4545.7-48, 66 

H RG 214 3Scm above floor/ Direct Q18 800 18 - 165 6.8, 17. 7, 20-22, 25-32, 47-51-58, 93 
V SC & Gal HV..Jivider Q17 2160 31.8 - 275 3-6.4-8, 25-30, 47-51-55, 80-83 -
D RG 214 on floor/ Direct QIS 800 10 - 136 3-6.4-8, 13.6-15.1-22. 38-43 
I SC & G at HV -divider Q16 2160 16 - 147 2-6.8-10, 13.6-15.6-22, 38-43 
V 
I RG 214 in conduit Direct Pl4 800 1.4 19.3 15.2 3-8, 15-18.4-10.7-22, 45-50, 63.3 

D se & G at HV ..Jivider PIS 2160 1.7 31 20. 0-8, 17-17.9-19.9-25, 45-48, 63-64.8-68 

E RG 214 on floor/ Dil Q19 800 8.6 - 7.9 3-7-8, 15-20.7-22, 40-43, 75-78, 98 
R SC & G al HV..Jivider Cd=lnF Q20 2160 14.5 - 9.6 3-6.4-10, 13-18.4-21 

RG 214 in conduit Dil PIS 800 1.3 19.3 8.8 3-8, 16-18.4-20.9-23, 24.2, 45-50, 60.5 
SC & G al HV ..Jivider Cd=1nF P19 2160 l.S 31 10.4 0-8, 16-18.4-19.7-23, 24.2, 43-50, 60.5 

RG 214 on floor/ Direct K10 200 42.2 - 275 5.4-7.0-8.4-10 
c SC & G at Cm (UNG locally) 
m 

RO 214 on floor/ Direct Kil 200 4.6 - 72 8.2, 15-15.,·17.1-18 
SC & G at Cm (G locally) 

RG 223 OD floorl Integrator L19 800 13.3 - NM 3-4.5-8.1-10 (probe bandwidth 20 MHz) 
K SC, UNO al Knigbt only 
D 

RG 223 OD floor/ Integrator L20 800 SI NM 3-6.6-9.2-10 (probe bandwidtb 20 MHz) -
SC & G at Knight only 

Note: In the last column of the table single frequencies and bands are indicated; predominant freqóencies are indicated in bold type. 
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Knight, Kn) is positioneel at the distance of about 2 m from the 
HV -divider. lts frame is conneeled to the base of the HV -divider. Both 
the measuring capacitor Cm and the Knight are used as differentlating 
sensors; the former is conneeteel to the full HV (now limited to 800 
kV), the latter looks at the HV-divider at about 40 percent of lts height. 
In Fig. 2 we present some of the current paths for hf interference when 
the HV-divider is used as a signa! source. There are many loops that 
fonn resonators at a number of different frequencies; each resonator 

· can be exclted by the fast breakdown of the spark switches in the Marx 
generator. A ooupling occurs between all the loops, mainly around the 
single grounding point. One of the loops deserves special attention; it 
is fonned by the braid of the signa! cable and the conducting ft oor. 

SUfVIl 500 D ......... 
r- 1 

r-+- i n 
l
! 11. 11 l_ 

c 
'Ti I 

I 

I") ... c; '") 

DIV. ~ r- -~ 

I j EMC·ctblnoo 

I i I lc,M~·· M 

I I :::, Slgn~ (;.::: 

y.->-....,.~-'-+ ................ C\ ~ .. --~·~~-----~-------) J "J ... ___________________ ... 
Conductlng floor 

Fig. 2: Schematic picture of the experimental setup. Interference 
currents in the cable were measured at severallocations M. 
The signa! cable was conneeled in a number of different 
ways; in the picture a differentlating capacitor cd is shown. 

2.2 Measuring system 
The digital storage oscitloscope NICOLET 4094C, maximum sampling 
rate 200 MHz, 8 bit resolution, was situated in an EMC-cabinet at the 
distance of only 5 m from the HV-divider. At this small distance from 
the main interference souree a minimum interference was ensured by 
fully closing the EMC-cabinet. The cabinet was also grounded locally 
to the conductlog floor. 

Different signa! cables between the signa! souree and the cabinet 
were lying either directly on the conducting floor or 35 cm above the 
floor. A simple U-shaped steel conduit [4], with dimensions 3 x 3 cm, 
2 mm wall thickness, was used insome of the mea~urements. All cable 
braids and the conduit were Insuialed from the conductlog floor over 
their full length. In the measurements done to delermine the DM 
interference voltage, the cables were coaxialiy short circuited at the 
signa! source; their braids were conneeled to the iocal ground, at about 
the same position as during normal measurements. 

For each cable in !he conduit the braid was conneeled circum
ferentially to the conduit at the signa! souree end; there !he conduit was 
also grounded. The braid was always conneeled to !he EMC-cabinet 
through !he BNC-connector. The conduit was grounded to !he 
EMC-cabinet via a bolled box that allows space for a cuerent probe 
around the signa! cable. 

Wben the signa! from the low voltage arm of the HV-divider was 
measured with the D/1-system, a differentlating capacitor Cd of 1 nF. 
placed in series with tbe signa! cable at !he HV-divider, was included 
in !he measuring chain. This value for Cd was selected from the earlier 
experiments [7]. Por the DM interference measurement !he circuit was 
also shorted between !he divider and Cd. A passive integrator was 
mounted on the inside walt of tbe EMC-cabinet; lts input resistance was 
50 0. Subsequent active integrators were used wben tbe inlegrating 
transfer bad to be extended to lower frequencies. The 0 dB gain of our 
integrators was at 13.9 or at 0.49 kHz. The merits of our D/1 system 
have been discussed elsewhere [4,8]. 

The CM currents were measured by three cuerent probes with flat 
transfer bandwidths ranging from 100 kHz to over 100 MHz. Outside 
the EMC-cabinet we employed good quallty RG223 signa! cables (up 
to 7 m length) In order to reduce inleeferenee on the cuerent signals. 
lnside the EMC-cabinet we used 2 m long RG58 cables. Passive at
tenuators were used wben needed, mounted on the inside walt of the 
cabinet at tbe BNC entrance of the signals. The cables were terminaled 
at the oscllloscope. 

- 3-

3. Experimental results 
High frequency (above 1 MHz) interference currents in !he grounding 
structures have been detennined for three setups witb the HV -dividcr, 
the measuring capacitor Cm or the Knight as a signa! source. For some 
seleeted experimental conditloos we pre.~ent in Table I: 

peak values of the CM current, measured at the EMC-cabinet; 
peak values of the DM interference; 
ma in frequency componentsof the cuerentand voltage waveforms. 

Several cables have been used with different quality of !heir braids. 
The CM current and DM interference voltage waveform for !he shot 
Q16 (charging voltage of !he generator 2.16 MV) are given in Fig. 3 
and 4, logether with !heir spectra. Most of !he high frequency 
interference occurs in tbe first 3 p.s of the surge duration. The CM 
currents do not scale with the charging voltage for a eertaio con
figuration. This reflects a non-linear behavior of tbe spark gaps in the 
generator; at higher voltage the Jonger sparks probably develop slowee, 
generating less hf inleeferenee than expeeted from a simple linear 
sealing with the charging voltage. 

Additional proteetion provided by !he conduit is apparent from 
Table I. The CM cuerent through the cable brald, and tbe DM voltage 
are reduced about one order of magnitude for the two cables inve.~tigat
ed. 

At high frequencies one expeets drastic amplitude variations of tbe 
CM currents when mea~ured at different positions, depending on the 
resonator mode excited. Such a behavior is depicted in !he iower part 
of Fig. 2 for a half wavelength standing wave in the resonator formcd 
by the cable between the HV-divider and the EMC-cabinet, and by tbe 
conducting floor. With one cuerent probe at varloos positioiL~ along the 
cable, and one fixed at the EMC-cabinet, the phase reversals and the 
zero crossing of !he cuerent have indeed been observed at 10.3 MHz. 
One naively would expeet a half wavelength (14.6 m) to correspond to 
the length of !he cable (5.3 m actual length). However, the additional 
impedance formed by !he increased height of both ends of !he cabie, 
substantialiy lowers the resonance frequency. This is confirmed by a 
simple model calculation for the cable, with a low impedance middle 
part (75 0) and two high impedance (300 0) seetions with lengtbs t:tkcn 
from the real cable. 

In a separate experiment we .determined !he transfer impedancc of 
the RG58 and RG214 signa( cables as a function of frequency in the 
same situation as indicated in Table 1 [Q08, Q09, Ql5, Q16]. A 
sinusoidal current was injeeted at !he signa! souree end of the cablc; 
current and voltage were measured as above. For high frequenties 
(above I 0 MHz) the transfer impedance of the RG214 is about a factor 
40 lower than !he one of the RG58. These results were in agreement 
with the measurements in Table I at the frequencle.~ present in the 
interference waveform, within !he error of the measurements (20 
percent). 

The low frequency part of !he current waveform (up to about 
600 kHz) was obtained by an analogue inlegration of the signa! from 
the current probe. A CM cuerent maximum of 9.7 A wa.~ found with 
!he HV-divider as !he signa! source; this corresponds to a DM voltage 
of0.23 V for the RG214 cable. Compared to the real signals involved 
(1 kV) this presents a small error, for both the direct and !he D/1 mea~
uring system. 

In Fig. 5 an actual record of !he lightning surge voltage is shown, 
for a charging voltage of the generator of 2.16 MV. The surge 
maximum was 1.58 MV at the top ofthe HV-divider; the efficiency of 
our generator is 73 percent. This value for the efficiency was con
firmed separately by a calibration with a spberical spark gap. 

A more accurate look at the registration than Fig. 5 allows, reveals 
a minor hf interf erenee at !he beginning of the surge waveform. lt has 
been shown that this interference originates in the LV-arm of the HV 
divider. As such it is a legal DM signa! that cannot he reduced by 
improvements in the registration. The LV -arm ltself could be improved 
from !he EMC point of view. Minor modifications re.~ulted in some 
decrease of this interference. The final limit wijl prohably depend on 
the quality of the capacitors used for !he LV -arm. 

In Table I tbe lower limit of !he DM interference voltage is about 
8 mV. We short circuited the 2 m RG58 signa! cable in the EMC-cab
inet and conneeled it intemally to a BNC feedthrough close to the 
signa! entrance point. The same interference voltage was observed. 
Th is apparently is the lower limit of our setup; it was observed both 
when the integrator was included or not. Such an interference voltage 
cannot be expeeted behind our bonest integrator. 

The souree of this interference was found inside the EMC-cabinet 
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Fig. S: The full ligbtning impulse voltage waveform 1.2/SO ps, 
measured by the HV divider, HAEFEL Y and our Dil system 
wlth Cd= 1 nF. The voltage smplitude is 1.58 MV [M19]. 

itself. The DM voltage was measured together with the CM currents. 
· The algnaJa fróm the current probes were of the order of 40 V, even 
after attenuatlon. The corresponding high frequency DM current in the 
2m lung RGSB cable inaide the cabloet is about 1 A. This current can 
p~uce a slgnal in the digital Qscilloscope, via the transfer impedance 
of this cable, foliowed by peneteation into other channels. When the 
current measurement was omitted, the .interference went down to the 
level of resolution of the digital oscilloscope (I mV). 

4. Discussion 
Low values for the interference (about 0.1 V for the direct system) can 
be obtained for the RG214 cable, but also for tbe RGS8 when placed 
in the conduit. Our simpte conduit strongly reduces the torrent in the 
braid and thereby th~ DM interference voltage. Steel bas two ad vantag
es over e.g. copper as a conduit material [1,4]: 

at not too high frequencies it results in a lower transfer impedance 
due to the skin effect; 
the skin effect increases tbe impedance for tbe CM current in tbe 
loop formed 'by the conduit and the conducting floor. 

This conduit was specially conatructed for tbe setup. However, one 
may a1so use other steel elements, like H-shaped beams, tbat may be 
present e.g. for construction purposes, provided tbat they are properly 
connected to allow tbe CM-current to flow. A signal cable in the 
corner of such a beam is quite well protected. 

What we want to emphasize is tbe minor importante of tbe overall 
"EM-envlronment". A carefut design of the measuring system, of the 
lay-out and routing of cables, gives excellent results. 

The braids of the cables and the conduit were inaulated from the 
floor between the algnat souree and the EMC-cabinet. Howe\'er, when 
several extra grounding coMections are made along their lengths, one 
offers the CM-current earlter return paths; this "peeling off" effect 
reduces the CM-current and tbereby the interference. 

Even sensitive digital oscilloscopes are adequate! y protected by tbe 
EMC-cablnet. However, some high frequency lnterference is oc
casionally found in the recording. Two points are important: 
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Imprave tbe quality and lay-out of the cables and tbe leads inside 
the cabinet; 
avold slmultaneous measurement of large and smal I signals. 

-4-

A good quality screenroom door is necessan wben the cabinet is close 
to the generator (S m in our case). If the EMC-cabinet is at a larger 
distante or in an adjacent room lts door can usually be left open . 

5. Conciosion 
Proper EMC-measures result in a correct registration of tbc surge 
waveform. Our EMC-tabinet brings a reliable separation between tbe 
HV-world outside and the digltal micro-electronles world inside. 
General purpose digital equipment can be used. This allows HV- or 
High Power labs to follow tbe fast development in thls fi.eld. 

6. Ust or Symbols 
cd 
cm 
CM 
c 
D~I 
DM 
G 
I cM 
IcMp 
M 
NM 
SC 
U oM 
Uo~ 
UNU 
u. 
x 

differentlating capacitor 
measuring.capacitor 
Common Mode 
parasttic capacitance 
Differentiatingnntegrating 
Differentlal Mode 
Grounded 
Conimon Mode current 
Common Mode current, peak value 
Measuring point 
Not Measured 
Short-Circuited 
Differentlal Mode voltage 
Differentlal Mode voltage, peak value 
UNGrounded 
charging voltage of the surge generator 
di stance 
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